The section Comments and Addenda is for short communications which are not appropriate for regular articles. It includes only the following types of communications: (I) Comments 
the interesting possibility that the weak interactions may be left-right symmetric at the Lagrangian level, parity violation arising exclusively from spontaneous breakdown of this symmetry (asymmetric vacuum generated by a symmetric Higgs potential). As a specific example they describe a U(1) x SU(2)~x SU(2)"model in which (for the charged currents, say) left-and right-handed currents, identical in every respect but handedness (y, -y, ), couple respectively to gauge bosons W~a 
The experimental results for Pz (Ref.2) Fig. 1 On the assumption of strong-interaction SU (3) symmetry, one finds from hyperon P decay data" sin8c =0.232 +0.003 or cos8c =0.973 +0.001 (14a) and from E"decay data" sin8c =0.220 +0.002 or cos8c =0.976 +0.001. (14b) Rounding up the uncertainties we shall take
